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تم إعداد
This report aims to monitor violations by the Israeli occupation forces against
Palestinian homes and installations, which include demolitions, evictions,
confiscations, or various notifications. The report was prepared according to field
information monitored by the staff and researchers of the Center for Human Rights
and Democracy Media Center "SHAMS", for the period between 11/1/2020 31/11/2020, and it is the outcome of the relevant monitoring efforts carried out by the
"SHAMS" Center staff in the geographical scope represented by the West Bank,
including East Jerusalem.
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 November general statistic
During the month of November 2020, the "SHAMS” Center monitored the
targeting of the Israeli occupation forces (214) facilities owned by
Palestinians, whether through demolition, confiscation, eviction, or the
distribution of notices with the intention to target these facilities in the future.
The most prominent violations centered on demolitions, which affected 134
facilities. (4) Of them, their owners were forced to self-demolish them under
threat of fines and imprisonment. Meanwhile, the occupation forces
confiscated and seized one facility in Khallet Hassan area of Bidya
municipality in Salfit governorate.

They forced (13) families of residents of the Al-Burj and Al-Matalia areas in
the northern Jordan Valley to leave their residential tents from 8:00 until 18:00
on the same day under the pretext of carrying out military exercises, which
constitutes a temporary evacuation.
In terms of notifications, the occupation forces notified (79) facilities for
demolition, confiscation, or eviction, most of them are residential, in addition
to other commercial and agricultural facilities.

 Distribution of the targeted establishments according to their type
The facilities that have been targeted with different types of violations, whether by
demolition, confiscation, eviction, or notifications, are distributed according to the
following:
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Table No. (1): The targeted establishments in terms of type

Number

Type of facility
Houses & Residential rooms

35

Residential Barracks

29

Residential tents

62

Residential Caravans

11

Sanitation rooms and units

2

Water wells

7

Retaining walls

3

Car washers

1

Commercial establishments

7

Pens and stockyards

40

Stores

6

Agricultural rooms

4

Caravan / agricultural
barracks

4

greenhouses

1

Stairs

1

wooden shed

1
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 Distribution of facilities targeted for demolition according to the
governorates
As for the geographical distribution of demolitions according to the regional
indicator, the peak of the targeting was in Tubas governorate, with (84)
facilities that were demolished, followed by Jerusalem governorate with (15)
facilities and then Hebron governorate, with (11) facilities that were
demolished. Note that the facility includes any type of what is mentioned in
Table No. (1). Where the "SHAMS" Center monitored the demolitions
according to the governorates in which they took place as follows:

Table No. (2): the distribution of the facilities that were demolished
according to the governorates
Governorate

Number of
demolitions

Tubas

84 Facilities

Jerusalem

15 Facilities

Hebron

13 Facilities

Bethlehem

8 Facilities

Jericho

4 Facilities

Nablus

2 Facilities

Ramallah

2 Facilities

Jenin

3 Facilities

Qalqilia

2 Facilities
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 Distribution of the establishments targeted by the notifications according
to the governorates
In view of the notifications, whether of demolition, confiscation, eviction, or
stopping construction work and other violations that prevent Palestinians from
realizing their right to build, reconstruct and invest their facilities, the number
of notifications reached (79) notifications in different regions this month. The
notifications indicate directions for the localization of the upcoming Israeli
targets of Palestinian facilities. The order of the governorates targeted by the
notifications was as follows: Tubas governorate, followed by Jericho and
Jordan Valley (Al-Aghwar) governorate, and then Hebron governorate
according to the following table:
Table No. (3): Distribution of the notified establishments according to the
governorates
Governorates
Tubas
Jericho and Jordan Valley (Al-aghwar)
Hebron
Bethlehem
Qalqilia
Jerusalem
Salfit
Nablus
Jenin

Number of Notified
Establishments
33 Establishments
17 Establishments
16 Establishments
3 Establishments
3 Establishments
2 Establishments
1 Establishment
1 Establishment
3 Establishments

 The target population
since these operations that target Palestinian facilities do not take place in an isolated
area from the population. The number of people affected by it during the month of
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November reached (84) at least, including a large number of children, reaching (45)
children, and a number of women, the groups that suffer most in these cases.
 Arguments for violations
As for the arguments used by "Israel", the occupying power, in its attempt to
legalize the crime. In November, the number of facilities that were
demolished, confiscated, evacuated, or notified under the pretext of building
without a permit in Areas C reached (188) establishments out of (214)
establishments. 4 facilities were targeted as a collective punishment against
the families of those accused of resisting the occupation forces, and another
one was also targeted under the pretext of its proximity to the security fence,
and another under the pretext of building on archaeological land, 4 facilities
Under the pretext of being near the military headquarters in the city of
Qalqilya, while (18) facilities were targeted for evacuation under the pretext
of holding military exercises.
 Self-demolition
By focusing on self-demolition, which represents a type of complex and
centralized oppression. Whereby Palestinian citizens, the vast majority of
whom are Jerusalemites, are forced to demolish their houses and facilities by
their own hands, under threat of imposing heavy fines on them and bearing
the cost of demolition doubled in case they did not do so. The previous
approach of the Israeli forces is a striking identification with the tools of the
racist Israeli system from courts, local bodies, army and police forces, and
constitutes a crime in which victims are forced to participate in its execution
against themselves.
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The number of facilities that the occupation authorities forced their owners to
self-demolish during the month of October reached two establishments,
As the number of establishments that the colonial system forced their owners to
demolish them this month reached (4) facilities. It is divided between two houses
and a shop. In the Jabal Al Mukaber neighborhood of Jerusalem, the occupation
authorities forced the citizen Muhammad Qanbar and his son Attia to demolish their
homes in the Qanbar neighborhood of Jabal Al Mukaber town, southeast of occupied
East Jerusalem, in implementation of the Israeli occupation municipality's decision,
under the pretext of building without a permit. Citizen Muhammad Qanbar, his wife
and two sons have lived in the house for 7 years, in addition to his son Attia and his
wife in an adjacent house, and the total area of the two houses is about 170 square
meters.

The occupation authorities forced the citizen: Ayman Jaabis, in the Jabal Mukaber
neighborhood in Jerusalem, to personally demolish part of his business, in order to
avoid paying heavy fines if the occupation authorities carried out the demolition,
under the pretext of not being licensed.

The occupation forces also forced Mohammed Sandouka, from the Wadi al-Jouz
neighborhood in Jerusalem, to personally demolish his house, after notifying him
earlier, in order to avoid paying heavy fines in the event that the occupation
authorities carry out the demolition, under the pretext of not having a permit.
These operations usually take place in the city of Jerusalem, where the greatest
targeting is in the context of Judaization, and the wide influence of the various
occupation authorities.
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Appendix
A detailed table of violations against Palestinian facilities
during November 2020
No.

Date
Description of the
violation
1. In the village of Rogeeb, 1/11/2020
the occupation forces
demolished a two-storey
house belonging to the
family of the captive:
Khalil
Abdul-Khaleq
Dweikat, the two-story
house, each of which was
150 square meters. The
family of the prisoner lives
in the house, which
includes his wife Najwa
Khairy Dweikat, and their
five daughters, including
four children
2. In the village of Al- 2/11/2020
Esawya, the occupation
forces
delivered
2
notifications to demolish
the homes, under the
9

The location of
the violation

The party whose right
has been violated

The village of
Rojeeb Nablus
governorate

The family of
the prisoner
Khalil Abdul
Khaliq Dweikat

The village of
Al-EsawyaJerusalem
governorate

The two
brothers Saif
Ramadan Obaid
and Muhammad
Ramadan Obaid

pretext
of
lack
of
permission,
and
their
ownership belongs to the
two brothers Saif Ramadan
Obaid and Muhammad
Ramadan Ubaid
3. In east of Al-Issawiya 2/11/2020
village, the occupation
forces
demolished
a
wooden hut and a wooden
room for raising poultry
and uprooted fruit trees
from agricultural lands
owned by the two brothers:
Abed Nimer Mahmoud and
Ahmed Nimer Mahmoud
4. The
occupation forces 2/11/2020
demolished a house (under
construction) near the
village of Susiya, southeast
of Yatta, owned by the
citizen: Kamal Dababsa,
under the pretext that it was
not licensed and was
located in the area
classified C, an area of 100
square meters, and it was
planned that he would live
in it with his family of
seven members
5. The
occupation forces 3/11/2020
demolished a house owned
by a citizen: Amjad Idris, in
the town of Beit Hanina,
under the pretext of not
being licensed. With an
area of 85 square meters, he
scheduled to live in it
within days with his family
members
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The village of
Al-EsawyaJerusalem
governorate

The two
brothers, Abd
Nimer
Mahmoud and
Ahmed Nimer
Mahmoud

Susia VillageSouth of
hebron

Citizen Kamal
Aldababsa

Beet Hanina
VillageJerusalem
district

Citizen Amjad Idrees

6. The

occupation forces 3/11/2020
demolished a (barracks)
in
Jabal
al-Mukaber
neighborhood, used for
breeding horses, a concrete
floor and a yard for horses,
under the pretext of not
being licensed
7. The occupation authorities 3/11/2020
notified Al-Buwaib
village, east of Yatta, south
of Hebron Governorate. To
stop work on a number of
citizens' facilities, under
the pretext of building
without a permit, and
notifications were included
Stopping work in 3
concrete warehouses with
an area of 200 square
meters for each of Khalil
Hassan Al Daajneh,
Mahmoud Khalil Hassan
Daajneh, Muhammad
Mahmoud Daajneh, 3
barracks of tin for each of
Muhammad Othman
Muhainah, Burhan Jibril
Mahainah, Hassan
Muhammad Daajneh, and
a water well for the citizen
Tayseer Othman
Mahainah, two rooms of
bricks and tin, measuring
70 square meters, for
Mohammed Ahmed
Halikawi
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Jabal
Almukaber
neighborhoodJerusalem

-

Al-Buwaib
village - Yatta
- Hebron
Governorate

Citizens: Khalil
Hassan al-Da'ajneh,
Mahmoud Khalil
Hassan Da'ajneh, and
Muhammad
Mahmoud Da'ajneh
Muhammad Othman
Mahayna, Burhan
Jibril Muhainah,
Hassan Muhammad
Daajneh
Tayseer Othman
Mahainah
Mohammed Ahmed
Halikawi

8. The occupation authorities 3/11/2020

notified
15
Bedouin
families to leave their
homes in Ibziq town, in the
context of a brutal
campaign they launched
against the two Palestinian
communities
in
the
northern Jordan Valley,
during which they seized
agricultural tractors for the
people of these small
towns, water tanks, and
their private vehicles
9. In Khirbet Homs al-Fawqa 3/11/2020
in the northern Jordan
Valley, the occupation
forces demolished the
housing units of 11 families
built from (barracks), tents,
and facilities (including
livestock pens, mobile
bathrooms, solar cells to
generate electric power,
and water tanks), and
confiscated 2 agricultural
tractors and a private
vehicle. The ownership of
the houses and facilities
that were demolished
belongs to the citizens: Abd
al-Ghani Abd al-Karim alAwawda, Anas Abd alGhani al-Awawda, Muath
Abd al-Ghani al-Awawda,
Harb Suleiman Afrij Abu
al-Kabbash, Muhammad
Suleiman Afrij Abu alKabbash, Walid Suleiman
Abu al-Kabash, Yasser
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Ibziq villageNorthern Jordan
valley

Bedouin Families

Hamsa alCitizens: Abd alFawqa town in Ghani Abd al-Karim
the northern al-Awawda, Anas Abd
Jordan Valley - al-Ghani al-Awawda,
Tubas
Muadh Abd al-Ghani
Governorate
al-Awawda, Harb
Suleiman Afrij Abu
al-Kabbash,
Muhammad Suleiman
Afrij Abu al-Kabbash,
Walid Suleiman Abu
al-Kabbash, Yasser
Mahmoud Abu alKabbash, Sanad
Mahmoud Abu alKabash, Ismail Afrij
Abu al-Kabbash,
Nizam Ismail Abu alKabbash, and Nazem
Ismail Abu alKabbash

Mahmoud Abu al-Kabash,
Sanad Mahmoud Abu AlKabash, Ismail Afreij Abu
Al-Kabash, Nizam Ismail
Abu
Al-Kabash,
and
Nazem Ismail Abu AlKabbash
The demolition order left
11 families, 24 people, and
41 children homeless
Its prize was 18 tents and
huts, 29 tents and shelters
for sheep (about a thousand
heads) as well as 10 other
pens for sheep, 3 stores and
9 tents used as kitchens, 10
mobile buildings for public
utilities, two solar panels,
23 water tanks, basins for
sheep.
10. The occupation authorities 4/11/2020
in the Al-Burj, Al-Mita and
Al-Farsi communities in
the northern Jordan Valley
notified 14 families to
evacuate their homes under
the pretext of military
training in these areas and
notified the citizen Nimer
Abu Alaya from Khirbet
Al-Farisiya to evacuate his
residence and remove 3
tents under the pretext that
tanks will pass from that
area
11. In the village of Wadi Al- 9/11/2020
Nees in Bethlehem, the
occupation
forces
demolished an agricultural
room owned by Yusef
13

Al-Burj, alMita and alFarisiyah
communities in
the northern
Jordan Valley Tubas
Governorate

14 families
And the citizen Nimr
Abu Alaya

Wadi Alnees
Village,
Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen Yousef
Ahmed Abu Hammad

Ahmed Abu Hammad,
claiming that it was not
licensed.
12. The
occupation forces 10/11/2020
demolished in Al-Jalada
area in the city of Hebron, a
(barracks)
under
construction owned by:
Adnan Al-Manshi, under
the pretext of not being
licensed
13. In the town of Anata, the 10/11/2020
occupation
forces
demolished a car wash
owned by citizen: Ibrahim
Taha Al-Sheikh, under the
pretext of not having a
license
14. The Israeli
occupation 10/11/2020
forces demolished a 100square-meter
aluminum
workshop in the northern
neighborhood of Hebron,
near the bypass road, built
of galvanized tin. It was
established about a year
ago and is owned by Luay
Abdul Rahim Ahmed AlShani. On Wednesday,
4/11/2020, the occupation
authorities delivered a
military notice for a period
of (96), which was Military
Decision 1797 ،2020/11/4
15. The
occupation forces 11/11/2020
demolished a house (under
construction) owned by a
citizen: Ahmad Abu AlHawa,
in
Al-Tur
neighborhood of Jerusalem
14

Al-Jalada area Citizen Adnan Alin the city of Manshi
Hebron Governorate

Anata town Jerusalem
governorate,

Citizen Ibrahim Taha
al-Sheikh

The northern
neighborhood
in the city of
Hebron Hebron
governorate

Citizen Luay Abdul
Rahim Ahmad AlShani

Al-Tur
neighborhood
in Jerusalem
city Jerusalem
governorate

Citizen Ahmad Abu
Al-Hawa

city, under the pretext of
not being licensed
16. In Sur Baher village, the
occupation
forces
demolished a house owned
by Uday Rabiaa, under the
pretext of not being
licensed
17. In the village of Tawana,
east of Yatta, south of
Hebron governorate, the
occupation forces delivered
five notifications to three
citizens,
claiming
unlicensed
construction,
which
included:
an
agricultural room of 30
square meters for the
citizen Fadl Muhammad
Ibrahim Al-Amor, an
agricultural room of 65
square meters and a water
well of 100 square meters
for the citizen Ashraf
Mahmoud Al-Amor, an 80square-meter agricultural
housing and a 90-squaremeter water well for
Mohammed Issa Rabei
18. The
occupation forces
demolished the foundations
of a house owned by the
citizen: Nicolas Awad, in
the Bir Aouna area in the
city of Beit Jala, under the
pretext of not being
licensed,
and
also
demolished a retaining wall
and a concrete floor of the
citizen Munther Al-Walaji

11/11/2020

Sur Baher
village Jerusalem
governorate

11/11/2020

Tawana
village, east of
Yatta - Hebron
Governorate

12/11/2020

Bir Aouna area Citizen Nicolas Awad
in Beit Jala - Citizen Munther AlBethlehem
Walaji
Governorate
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Citizen Uday Rabaya

Citizen Fadl
Muhammad Ibrahim
Al-Amor
Citizen Ashraf
Mahmoud Al-Amor
Citizen Muhammad
Issa Rabei

in Al-Jadul area in the
center of Beit Jala
19. The
occupation forces
demolished in the Ain
Jweizah area in the village
of Al-Walaja, a house with
an area of 120 square
meters and a retaining wall
owned by the citizen:
Muhammad Abu Al-Hija,
under the pretext of not
being licensed
20. The occupation authorities
in Jabal Al Mukaber
neighborhood in Jerusalem
city forced Muhammad
Qanbar and his son Attia to
demolish their homes in
Qanbar neighborhood in
Jabal
Mukaber
town,
southeast of occupied East
Jerusalem,
in
implementation of the
Israeli
occupation
municipality's
decision,
under the pretext of
building without a permit.
He has lived in this house
with his wife and two sons
for 7 years, in addition to
his son Attia and his wife in
a neighboring house, and
the total area of the two
houses is about 170 square
meters
21. The
occupation forces
demolished
near
the
entrance to the town of
Anata, 2 of the barracks
used for business purposes

12/11/2020

The area of
Ain Jweizah in
the village of
Al-Walaja Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen Muhammad
Abu Al-Hija

16/11/2020

Jabal AlMukaber
neighborhood Jerusalem
governorate

Muhammad Qanbar
and his son Attia

16/11/2020

Anata town Jerusalem
governorate
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citizens Salem and
Adib Al-Qawasma

for citizens Salem and
Adeeb Al-Qawasma and a
fence around a plot of land
that includes a shop for
selling car parts owned by
the citizen: Muhammad
Ibrahim Helwa, under the
pretext of not being
licensed
22. The
occupation forces
demolished near the Deir
Sharaf village square, a
commercial facility (under
construction) owned by
Abdel Fattah Tabari, under
the pretext of not being
licensed
23. The
occupation forces
demolished, in Khirbet AlNahleh area of Wadi Rahal
village, a house owned by:
Ahmed Hussein Issa, under
the pretext of not having a
license
24. The
occupation forces
demolished a house owned
by a citizen: Ahmed Allan,
in the area of Khallat alLuza, south of Bethlehem,
under the pretext of not
being licensed
25. The
occupation forces
demolished the Khirbet alNahlah area of Wadi Rahal
village, (barracks) owned
by: Nabil Al-Roumi, under
the pretext of not being
licensed
26. The
occupation forces
demolished in the Atouf

16/11/2020

Deir Sharaf
village square Nablus
governorate

Citizen: Abdel Fattah
Tabari

16/11/2020

Khirbet alNahlah - Wadi
Rahal Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen Ahmad
Hussein Issa

16/11/2020

Khallet alLozeh alWaqi'ah Bethlehem
governorate

Citizen Ahmad Allan

16/11/2020

Khirbet alNahlah - Wadi
Rahal Bethlehem
Governorate

Nabil al-Roumi

16/11/2020

Sahel Atouf Tamoun town -

Citizen Rami Bin
Odeh
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Plain, east of Tamoun, in
the northern Jordan Valley,
in the northern West Bank
a 40-square-meter, concrete
and zinco residential room,
for Rami Bani Oudeh, a
resident of Atouf village,
under the pretext of illegal
construction in Area C
27. The
occupation forces 17/11/2020
demolished a residential
facility (caravan) in AlFarisiyah in the northern
Jordan Valley for Radad
Hamed Daraghmeh on the
pretext of not being
licensed
28. The
occupation forces 17/11/2020
demolished in Khirbet
Atouf in the northern
Jordan Valley, (barracks)
owned by: Talib Faraj Bani
Odeh, under the pretext of
not being licensed
29. The
occupation forces 17/11/2020
demolished in the Umm alJamal area in the northern
Jordan Valley, a wooden
arbor that had established
by anti-settlement activists,
to
strengthen
the
steadfastness of the citizens
in the area
30. In the nearby village of 17/11/2020
Foroush Beit Dajan, in the
Central Jordan Valley, the
occupation
forces
demolished an agricultural
water pool for the citizen
Khulousi Abd al-Rahim
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Tubas
governorate

Khirbet alFarisiyah - the
northern
Jordan Valley Tubas
governorate,

the citizen Raddad
Hamid Daraghmeh

Khirbet Atouf
- Tubas
Governorate

Citizen Talib Faraj
Bani Odeh

Umm al-Jimal
- Northern
Jordan Valley Tubas
Governorate

-

The village of Citizen Khulousi Abd
Frosh Beit
al-Rahim Haj
Dajan - the
Muhammad
northern
Jordan Valley Tubas
governorate

Haj Muhammad, with a
capacity of 250 cups, which
was made of tin and was
provided by the European
Union and has been in this
land for more than 15 years.
The demolition took place
under the pretext of illegal
construction in Area C.
31. In Sebastia village, the 17/11/2020
occupation forces handed
over notices to demolish a
house and a home garden
owned by Mahmoud AlSarrawi, and withdrew at
20:55
32. An occupation army force 17/11/2020
stormed the town of Kafr
al-Dik and delivered a
notice to stop work on
building a house owned by
the citizen: Samih alNatour, under the pretext of
not being licensed
33. Israeli occupation forces,
17/11/2020
reinforced by military
vehicles, stormed the
Masafer area of Yatta,
south of Hebron. The
employee of the Planning
Department delivered three
military notices bearing
No. 1797, with the aim of
demolishing facilities
within period of (96) days,
claiming that the
construction is unlicensed.
The notifications included
the following: citizen Jamil
Mahmoud al-Amor a bath
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Sebastia
village Nablus
governorate

Citizen Mahmoud AlSarrawi

Kafr al-Deek
town - Salfit
governorate

Samih al-Natour

Masafer Yatta
- Hebron
Governorate

Citizen Jamil
Mahmoud Al-Amor
Citizen Hatem
Mahmoud
Makhamrah
Citizen Rasmi Yusef
Abu Aram

of 1 suared meters made of
bricks and tin, citizen
Hatem Mahmoud
Makhmara, an agricultural
room with a brick and a tin
of 20 sured meters, Rasmi
Yusef Abu Aram, a 50m2
brick and tin house
34. The occupation authorities
in
Jabal
al-Mukaber
neighborhood in the city of
Jerusalem
forced
the
citizen: Ayman Jaabis to
personally demolish part of
his shop, after notifying
him earlier, in order to
avoid paying heavy fines in
the
event
that
the
occupation
authorities
carry out the demolition,
under the pretext of not
being licensed
35. The occupation authorities
handed over notices to
demolish 2
commercial
barracks at the entrance to
the city of Qalqilya, owned
by Rafiq Ibrahim Asaad
Nazzal
and
citizen
Muhammad Talab Abu
Muhammad on the pretext
of not being licensed
36. The occupation forces in
the town of Beit Awa in
Hebron delivered a notice
to stop construction in a
house owned by Bahjat
Mahmoud Abdullah Sweiti,
on the pretext of its

18/11/2020

Jabal AlCitizen Ayman Jaabis
Mukaber
neighborhood Jerusalem
Governorate

20/11/2020

The entrance
to the city of
Qalqilya Qalqilya
Governorate

Citizen Rafiq Ibrahim
Asaad Nazzal and the
citizen Muhammad
Talab Abu
Muhammad

20/11/2020

The town of
Beit Awa Hebron
governorate

Citizen Bahjat
Mahmoud Abdullah
Sweiti
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proximity to the separation
wall.
37. The occupation forces have
20/11/2020
notified to demolish an
agricultural facility in the
village of Al-Walaja in
Bethlehem, owned by
Ahmed Muhammad Awad
Allah, under the pretext of
not being licensed
38. The occupying forces in the
22/11/2020
Wadi
al-Bayar
area,
adjacent to the settlement
of "Efrat" and belonging to
the town of Al-Khader,
handed over a notice to stop
work on digging a well to
collect water owned by the
citizen: Ahmed Rizk Issa,
under the pretext of not
being licensed
39. The occupation authorities
24/11/2020
notified 17 families of the
residents of the al-Ka'abina
community
near
the
Ma'arajat road between
Ramallah and Jericho to
demolish their homes
(tents)
40. The occupation forces have 24/11/2020
notified a citizen to stop
building a house in Al
Walaja
village
in
Bethlehem, owned by
Arafat Muhammad Abu
Rizq
41. The
occupation forces 24/11/2020
confiscated an agricultural
caravan, in Khallet Hassan
21

Al-Walaja
village Bethlehem
governorate

Citizen Ahmed
Muhammad Awad
Allah

Wadi al-Bayar
area - alKhader town Bethlehem
governorate

Citizen Ahmed Rizk
Issa

Al Kaabneh
communityJericho and Al
Aghwar
(Jordan
Valley)
Governorate,

17families from the
community

Al Walaja
village Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen Arafat
Muhammad Abu Rizk

Khallet Hassan
- Bedia town Salfit
governorate

citizen Maan Assi

area of Bidya town, owned
by: Maan Assi.
42. The bulldozers of the
Israeli
occupation
demolished a house under
construction
and
a
"Barracks " in the village of
western Laban , northwest
of Ramallah, owned by a
citizen: Raed Omar Abu
Salem
43. In Fasayil village, the
occupation
forces
demolished 2 houses and 2
barracks, owned by Samih
Musa Nawawrah and a
citizen of the al-Sawarka
family, under the pretext of
not being licensed
44. In Masafer Yatta, the
occupation
forces
demolished 5 homes in alRukayz, al-Tawani, Khallat
al-Dabaa and al-Abid, east
of Yatta town, owned by
citizens: Rasmi Abu Aram in al-Rukayz area, Hatem
Makhamrah - al-Tuwani
area, Jaber Ali Jaber-a
residential barracks in the
area of Khallat al-Daba.
Amer Ali Jaber -residential
barracks in the area of
Khallat al-Dabaa, and
Fayez
Makhamraha
residential room in the
Maghair al-Ubayd area,
under the pretext of being
unlicensed and located in

25/11/2020

Western Laban
Village Ramallah
Governorate

Citizen Raed Omar
Abu Salem

25/11/2020

Fasayil village
- Jericho and
Al Aghwar
(Jordan valley)
Governorate

Citizen: Samih Musa
Nawawrah and a
citizen of the AlSawarka family

25/11/2020

Masafer Yatta
- Hebron
Governorate

Citizens:
Rasmi Abu Aram
Hatem Makhamrah
Jaber Ali Jaber
Amer Ali Jaber
Fayez Makhamrah
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the area classified (C)
under Israeli control
45. The
occupation forces
demolished in the area of
Khallet Al-Natsh in Jabal
Jawhar in the Old City of
Hebron, a house consisting
of (two floors - under
construction) owned by the
two
brothers:
Usama
Zakaria Idris and his
brother Saad, under the
pretext of not being
licensed
46. In the Sarurah area, east of
Yatta, the occupation
forces demolished a WC
facility owned by Jalal AlAmor - who lives in a cave
in the area. Under the
pretext of not being
licensed
47. In the village of Jayyus in
Qalqilya,
the
Israeli
occupation forces handed
over a notice to demolish an
agricultural greenhouse in
the village of Jayyus in
Qalqilya.
48. The occupation authorities
in Wadi Al-Jouz
neighborhood in Jerusalem
city forced the citizen:
Muhammad Sanduqa to
personally demolish his
house, after notifying him
earlier, in order to avoid
paying heavy fines if the
occupation authorities
carried out the demolition,

25/11/2020

Khallet AlNatsh in Jabal
Jawhar in the
Old City Hebron
Governorate

The two brothers
Usama Zakaria Idris
and Saad Zakaria Idris

25/11/2020

Sarurah area Yatta town Hebron
governorate

Jalal Al-Amor

25/11/2020

Jayyus village
- Qalqilya
governorate

Citizen Moath Wajih
Hasan Khaled

29/11/2020

Wadi al-Joz
neighborhood Jerusalem

Citizen Muhammad
Sanduqa,
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under the pretext of not
being authorized
49. The occupation demolishes
a staircase near the
Yusufiya cemetery leading
to the Lions Gate, one of
the gates of Al-Aqsa
Mosque
50. On Monday, the Israeli
occupation forces
demolished the
foundations of a house
under construction and
buried a well in the East
Valley in Jabal alJumjumah in the town of
Halhul in the Hebron
Governorate, in the south
of the West Bank.
51. The occupation forces
demolished in Al-Khader
town in Bethlehem
governorate a house
belonging to Mohammed
Yaqoub Dadaou ', an area
of 200 square meters.
52. The occupation forces
demolished 2 barracks
under construction in
Qalqilya. These 2 barracks
belong to citizens Taleb
Abu Hamed and Rafiq
Nazzal under the pretex of
their proximity to the
Israeli military liaison
headquarters located on the
city’s lands
53. The occupation forces
closed 3 water wells in Al
Jalameh and Arana

29/11/2020

The Old City Jerusalem
Governorate

-

30/11/2020

East Valley the town of
Halhul

Citizen Hamdi Abido

30/11/2020

Al-Khader
town Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen Muhammad
Ya`qub Da`du

30/11/2020

Qalqilya City Qalqilya
Governorate

Citizens' Talab Abu
Hamed and Rafiq
Nazzal

30/11/2020

Al Jalameh
and Arana -
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Citizens Mahmoud
Sidqi Abu Farha

northeast of Jenin under
the pretext of nonlicensing, owned by
citizens Mahmoud Sidqi
Abu Farha and Tayseer
Rashid Al-Omari and
Jawdat Bayer Darawsheh
54. In the town of Ya'bad in
the Jenin governorate, the
occupation forces
delivered three notices to
demolish their homes,
which are under
construction, on the pretext
that they were located in
archaeological sites owned
by citizens, Muhammad
Omar Maarouf Abu Bakr,
Rafiq Nabil Fares and
Ahmed Muhammad
Shana'a

30/11/2020
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Jenin
Governorate

Tayseer Rashid AlOmari Jawdat Bayer
Darawsheh

Yabd town Jenin
Governorate

Citizens Muhammad
Omar Maarouf Abu
Bakr, Rafiq Nabil
Fares and Ahmed
Muhammad Shana'a

